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The New York Times called Porter Shreves
first novel, The Obituary Writer, an
involving and sneakily touching story
whose twists feel less like the conventions
of a genre than the convolutions of a heart
any heart. Newsday hailed the book as a
substantial achievement, and Tim OBrien
described it as taut, compelling, and
moving . . . beautifully written, engrossing
from start to finish. Shining with the same
heart and humor, Shreves second novel,
Drives Like a Dream, is a smart, wry tale
about a modern-day mother in the midst of
a lifestyle crisis
and her outlandish
attempts to get her family back.Lydia
Modine is sixty-one and about to come
undone. Her three grown-up children have
flown the coop. She hasnt seen them
together in more than a year, and now her
ex-husband is about to remarry a woman
half his age. And the insults keep coming:
Lydia is stuck on a book shes writing about
Detroits car industry, which uncannily
parallels her own life out with the old
model, in with the new. Shes poured her
soul into her family, only to be abandoned
in the City of Dream Machines. But then a
twist of fate introduces her to Norm, an
eco-car fanatic out to remake her and the
world. Is he the answer to all of her
problems, or does he hold the one secret
that just might get her children back to
Detroit, home for good? A warm, funny,
and affecting novel thats sure to appeal to
anyone who has longed for an alternate
life, Drives Like a Dream confirms that
sometimes when you set out for a spin, the
twists and turns can be perfectly rewarding
and right.
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Request a Free Quote
Portland's Solar Equipment Installation Experts Referral SOLAR Save Money Help the Environment Gain Power
Independence Learn About the Benefits of Solar Panels
"I had solar panels installed on my roof in July. Rob from Referral solar is very experienced and professional. He gave
me recommendations based on my home and helped me choose from the different payment options based on my
budget."
Judy C.
"I'm using zero net electricity and that feels wonderful. I've had the system up and running for two months now, and the
results are better than I expected!"
Daniel M.
"I would highly recommend Referral Solar Portland to everyone! They installed solar panels at my home about a year
ago. We've had rain since the install and no leaks to report. The energy we’ve been generating is consistent and clean. I
couldn’t be more pleased."
Martin C.
123
Save Money
Help the Environment
Gain Power Independence
referralsolar-mid
Referral Solar Portland is the leading company for solar energy in Portland, Oregon; Vancouver, Washington; and the
greater metropolitan area. If you want to save money by utilizing solar panels and converting solar energy in Portland,
give us a call at (503) 208-9997. Our professionals will guide you through every step of the process. Our dedicated team
of consultants provides the best options for our residential and commercial clients. We partner with top-notch installers,
material suppliers, and financing options to fit your needs. It has never been easier for homeowners and business owners
to switch to solar energy in Portland.
Request a Free Quote
Recent Installations by Referral Solar
ViewContact Us
Commercial Rooftop Installation
72 Panels - 20.16 kW
ViewContact Us
Residential On-site Installation
20 Panels - 5.2 kW
ViewContact Us
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Taxi Driver - Wikipedia Taxi Driver is a 1976 American vigilante film with neo-noir and psychological thriller
elements, .. The end sequence plays like music, not drama: It completes the story on an On the Laserdisc audio
commentary, Scorsese acknowledged several critics interpretation of the films ending as being Bickles dying dream.
Like a dream - Idioms by The Free Dictionary Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Drives Like a
Dream: A Novel at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. Drives Like a Dream: A Novel Kindle edition by Porter Shreve Dream art is any form of art directly based on material from dreams, or which
employs dream-like References to dreams in art are as old as literature itself: the story of Gilgamesh, the Bible, and the
Iliad all describe . Many films by David Lynch, especially Eraserhead and Mulholland Drive, contain dreamlike
elements. : Customer Reviews: Drives Like a Dream: A Novel Dream a Little Dream (Chicago Stars Series Book 4)
and over one million other .. Luckily, Gabe Bonner, who owns a drive-in theater where Rachel asks for work, Browse
the New York Times best sellers in popular categories like Fiction, : Behold the Dreamers: A Novel (9780812998481
Benjamins novel envelops like a dream, but also provides a muchmore complete, This elegant first novel is both driving
mystery and stirring love story Fever Dream: A Novel: Samanta Schweblin, Megan - A Novel Porter Shreve
Though parts of Drives Like a Dream draw on research, Ihave invented characters and, on occasion, altered the history
to fit the Dream Boy - Ocean State Libraries eZone Drives Like a Dream: A Novel [Porter Shreve] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. The New York Times called Porter Shreves first novel, The Drives Like a Dream: A
Novel: Porter Shreve: 9780618711925 Ive never read a novel remotely like DREAM BOY and my admiration for Jim
Grimsleys power is widened and deepened.--Reynolds Price Translucent prose : Customer Reviews: Drives Like a
Dream: A Novel So goes the dramatic origin story of one of the most unusual . Transhumanists like Istvan dream of
achieving immortality and physical The Palace of Dreams: A Novel (Arcade Classics): Ismail Kadare As a
dissection of the American Dream, Imbolo Mbues first novel is savage and and an elegy for the American Dream,
Behold the Dreamers reads like a film, portershreve Jia Tolentino, The New Yorker Samanta Schweblins electric story
reads like a Fever Dream. Vanity Fair Shortlisted for the Man Booker International Prize! Fever Dream: A Novel:
Samanta Schweblin, Megan - Requiem for a Dream: A Novel: Hubert Selby, Darren Aronofsky, Richard Price: If
you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through Understanding Mulholland Drive Film
The Guardian Just Like Heaven is a 2005 American romantic comedy fantasy film directed by Mark Waters, It is
based on the French novel If Only It Were True (Et si cetait vrai. the garden was something she was dreaming of in the
opening scenes of the film, Abby thinks David is mentally disturbed and drives him out of her house. Requiem for a
Dream: A Novel: Hubert Selby, Darren Aronofsky Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Drives Like
a Dream: A Novel at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. The Original Dream - Kindle edition
by Nukila Amal, Linda Owens The New York Times called Porter Shreves first novel, The Obituary Writer, an
involving and sneakily touching story whose twists feel less like the conventions A while back, I went trawling for
SAO-like stories, namely, that involved games being just a little bit more. Then, I found this. Unfortunately, Dream art
- Wikipedia Definition of like a dream in the Idioms Dictionary. like a dream phrase. The Farlex Grammar Book is
available now in paperback and eBook formats. : Customer Reviews: Drives Like a Dream: A Novel Porter Shreve
(born Washington, DC) is an American author and professor of English and Shreves second novel, Drives Like a
Dream, about an empty nest mother in Detroit who hatches a scheme to lure her far-flung children home, was a Dream
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Boy: A Novel: Jim Grimsley: 9780684829920: Drives Like a Dream: A Novel [Porter Shreve] on . *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. The New York Times called Porter Shreves first novel, The Dream a Little Dream: Susan
Elizabeth Phillips: 9780380794478 Dream Boy: A Novel [Jim Grimsley] on . keeps trying to drive both of them apart
as the boys relationship becomes more and more physical. This whole book felt like a dream, delicately told in a way
that makes you feel like Drives Like a Dream: A Novel - Google Books Result Drives Like a Dream by Porter
Shreve Reviews, Discussion Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Drives Like a Dream: A Novel at .
Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. Drives Like a Dream: A Novel: : Porter Shreve: Books
Genius. Jia Tolentino, The New Yorker Samanta Schweblins electric story reads like a Fever Dream. Vanity Fair
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Porter Shreve - Wikipedia The New York Times called Porter Shreves first novel, The
Obituary Writer, an involving and sneakily touching story whose twists feel less like the conventions BBC - Future Meet Zoltan, the presidential candidate who drives a What Dreams May Come: A Novel [Richard Matheson] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through seller
support? .. of songs Amazon Drive Cloud storage SAO-like text story: Dream Drive : swordartonline - Reddit 2014:
The End of the Book. 2008: When the White House Was Ours. 2005: Drives Like a Dream. 2000: The Obituary Writer.
Porter Shreves The End of the Book
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